T -threshold providing the required value of false alarm probability F . On the basis of conditional probability distribution density of statistics (1) given at [1] , we can obtain ratio of the false alarm probability F of and correct detection D when the detector using the resolving statistics (1)
Thus, the potential false alarm and correct detection probabilities implemented when the interference parameters are known, may be derived from the relations given at [2] 2 0 Increasing the rate of adaptive detectors' characteristics convergence, -and in particular, case of detector using statistics (1), -to the potential values can be achieved using a priori information about the interference covariance matrix structure at the stage of processing algorithms' synthesis. For example, the source [3] exposes that under the conditions of stationary noise and probing signals repetition constant period, there exist processing matrixes independent of the interference covariance properties, providing decorrelation, and in the case of Gaussian noise , also the independence of quadrature channels signals.
This research goal is to find matrixes which guarantee quadrature channels' signals decorrelation, at the same time that to develop on the basis of proposed adaptive detectors' structural schemes changes, the detection characteristics tending to potential values reaching.
Main research description. The considered processing matrixes class include the matrix
where I -the unit matrix of dimensions ( )
, where all components of lateral diagonal are equal to one unit, and all others are equal to zero.
Applying to vector X the transformation W , we get vector 
Taking into account that matrix Results obtained. In accordance with (2), (3) and (4) obtained is a block diagram (shown at Fig. 1 ) of the Hotelling resolving statistics shaper with quadrature channels' signals decorrelation at 4 N = where 1, 2, 3 -heterodyne phase 90° shifter and generator quadrature components mixer respectively; 4 -delay line for 3Тп, Тп -the probing signals repetition period; 5, 6 -the addition and subtraction devices, respectively ; 7 -device for estimation of covariance matrices; 8 -device forming resolving statistics terms ( 3). 
Conclusions.
Analysis of the given detection characteristics does reveal that the use of quadrature channels signals de-correlation can improve the dynamic performance of Hotelling procedures thus ensuring the loss in the signal / (interference + noise) ratio never exceeding 3 dB at training samples volume 2 m N ≥ .
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